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Iranian E&P & Drilling Congress:
the Symbol of Synergy & Alliance
The 2nd International E&P congress and exhibition as well
as the 5th Iranian Drilling Industry congress were held on 3-4
March, 2018 at the IRIB International Conference Center, aiming at reviewing the latest developments and future prospects of the upstream industry projects (IPC and EPCF), the
requirements of the maximum participation of the private
sector in the implementation, and management of projects
in the country’s oil and gas industry. The technical drilling
panels, pertinent to the Iran Drilling 2018 Congress, are covered in drilling magazine, and Iran E&P ones, related to the
2nd International E&P congress and exhibition, are highlighted in Iran Upstream Magazine. There were more than a thousand senior executives and experts from client, contractor,
and domestic or international companies.
The annual gathering has initiated as the official event of the
upstream industry since 2008 with the help of the “Oil Industry Alumni Association”. In contrast to the past events which
were centered on the drilling and completion of the well, the
recent one reviewed the latest situation, as well as the technical and managerial challenges in the E&P industry, focused
on the agenda of the “annual gathering of the oil and gas industry professionals”.
The event included 24 specialized strategic, managerial, and
technical panels, more than 170 lectures, held by domestic

and international experts during two days, over 1,000 key
stakeholders of the Iranian upstream industry debated the
challenges and obstacles regarding the implementation of
the new oil contracts. The active presence of the reputable
international companies was essential and integral in this
event, the companies expressed their willingness to cooperate with Iran. More than 100 senior executives and experts
from various companies such as Shell, BP, Wintershall, Maersk
oil, etc. attended the event.
Initially, the founders of the event aimed at providing expert exchange of experience and synergy for operational
solutions through the establishment of specialized working
groups and the continuous holding of meetings throughout
the year, deemed as the think tanks of the country’s upstream
oil industry. Thus, about 30 technical and managerial technical groups were created in different parts of the upstream
industry, moreover the development of “supporting documents for the technical and executive system of the drilling
and completion industry”, regulating the relations between
the employer and the contractor in different dimensions and
levels, was highlighted as the agenda of the think tanks.
Moreover, as various sectors of the upstream industry of oil
are all widespread, diverse and complicated, the elaboration
of this system requires a comprehensive and integrated look
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with the participation of all stakeholders from the sectors of
employer and contractor. The system consists of seven documents, three phases are defined here:
The first took place in 1394, the status and capacity of domestic companies were drawn from two quantitative perspectives (assets: equipment, human resources, experience,
financial resources, etc.) and qualitative perspective (actions:
results based on Key performance indicators).
The second phase took place in 1395, models and indexes
were extracted for each sector by modeling successful international examples (descriptive situation) and the initial structure of the regulatory in the upstream industry of the Iranian
oil industry regarding the technical, legal and contractual
sectors, safety and quality control, description and workflow,
the mechanism of evaluation and selection of contractors,
the relations prevailing in the upstream market etc. was developed.
In the third phase, a document entitled: “evaluation and ranking of companies and drilling projects”, which is the most important document of the technical and executive system of
the upstream oil industry, was drafted and presented with
the presence of senior ministers and senior directors of the
Ministry of Oil and the National Iranian Oil Company at the
recent congress in order to summarize the measures taken
in1396.It has been accomplished through 570 sessions and
15,000 hours of content work with 650 executives and experts over the last three years, moreover according to the
planning, other documents of this Code will be finalized in
1397.
Also, as the initiation of the process was supported and re-

quested by official and competent authorities, the field will
be implemented in the oil industry. We are hopeful about the
continuation of this support.
Accomplishing such a difficult mission requires the adoption of the knowledge and experience of all professionals,
elites of the upstream industry of oil, as well as support of
the top managers. The pursuit of a creative synergy and its
continuity throughout the year will require the support of all
professionals and managers in this industry. Above all, our
support for our deep commitment to the ever-increasing advancement of this industry and the country’s service to this
path will be raised.
At the end, special thanks and gratitude are given to the efforts and support of the authorities of the recent Congress,
Mr. Ali Kardar, the Director of the National Iranian Oil Company, Dr. Gholamreza Manouchehri, the Deputy Director of
Development and Engineering of the National Iranian Oil
Company, and Dr. Reza Dehghan, the Director of Coordination of Upstream Oil and Gas Contracts, as well as other top
managers and experts in the upstream oil and gas industry
particularly, Mr. Eng. Rokn al-Din Javadi, the Deputy Minister and the former CEO of the National Iranian Oil Company,
Hamid Boord, the Managing Director of Iranian Offshore Oil
Company, Dr. Amir Hossein Zamani, the Deputy Director of
International and Commercial Affairs of the Ministry of Petroleum, Engineer Habibollah Bitarir, the Deputy Minister of Oil
Engineering , Dr. Mohammad Reza Moghaddam, the former
Deputy Oil Minister, Farrokh Alikhani, the director of supervision on production of the National Iranian Oil Company, who
accompanied the collection over recent years.
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Opening Ceremony of

The Biggest Gathering of
Iran Upstream Industry
Gholamreza Manouchehri

Deputy CEO of NIOC and Chairman of Iran E&P 2018

The best way to develop international
activities is utilization of domestic capacities

It’s my pleasure to see the second upstream conference is
being held after one year effort of our colleagues and the
involved people, and I warmly welcome all dearest friends
, the foreign and domestic guests , Iranian and international companies, especially the vice presidents of ministry of
petroleum, the Managing Director of National Iranian Oil
Company Mr. Kardor and the respectful deputy oil ministers Mr. Bitaraf and Mr. Zamani Nia, also all the NGOs that
are present here and the ambassadors attended or those
who are joining us.
One of the strategies for moving forward, examination and
mobilization for wider activities, is IPC contracts. Naturally,
regarding the complexity of decision making and the long
journey ahead, this action is not the only solution for the
existing problem and a dynamic energetic effective move-
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ment should be done to include numerous stakeholders in
oil industry, for such a wave to raise.
Fortunately, the contractor section on offshore and inshore areas like making the equipment and the servicing
activities has grown tremendously in Iran. These areas are
supporting us regarding resistive economy criteria and
its dimension, relying on
Self-sufficiency and
domestic capabilities.
Therefore, the best way
to develop international activities is utilization of domestic
capacities, paying
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attention to the capacity making for E&P upstream companies in Oil Company upstream.
The qualification of mentioned companies is one of the
main plans of Ministry of Petroleum. It is crystal clear that, in
presence or absence of foreigner investors, we have considered this area and we are going to develop it.
In fact, the major mechanism beside governmental support
for upstream contracts, is Article 12 of supporting law that
provides the condition for various job collections, aiming at
revolutionizing these activities. Holding the tenders related to contracts is based on abovementioned format have
been started, and we are going to hold such tenders from
the very first days of next year. Thus, marvelous mechanisms
have been taken. The cooperative investigations with the
Iranian companies, had a great bunch of valuable results
and the extracted statistics presented in distinguished parts
of current conference, whether in Green field or Brown field,
promising that we are able to increase the proved reserves
(exploitable ones) up to 10 percent that is a desirable outcome. However; to develop in a massive scope, we need to
absorb foreign capital through international and other procedures.In order to formulate this movement, the ministry
of petroleum and National Iranian Oil Company have developed some plans for domestic resources that can increase
the amount besides preserving producing procedures.
We are all here, by common interests to learn from each
other and verify the front path, and we should try to develop and improve the oil industry as members of private and
governmental sectors of this industry,

Ali Kardor
Managing Director of NIOC and Head of Iran E&P Policy Council

We are looking for development
of private sector

Welcome all, I would like to thank oil minister’s deputies, especially mangers of the E&P, EPC private companies in drilling sector, who attend this meeting.
As managing director of NIOC, I’m engaged in theories and
strategies, and we should not go into the details, also monitor
the policies.In the previous congress, we reviewed new policies of oil industry. We aimed at privatization. The first part
was NGL, that we devoluted it, and future projects would
be the same. The next step is the private sector, although I
personally believe that it is not fast enough, but it is more
successful than the others in NIOC.
We started NGL projects, also expect it to be exploited in

2018. We have two Bid boland and Parsian projects in the
upcoming program. The second most recent issue was the
outsourcing of the field of operations in our policy area, we
did not have it until now, the first North Azadegan contract
was completed, the operation was handed over by tender,
and a private company won the operation.
Of course, duration of the project is short, also it was the first
experience, but our long-term plan is to completely divide all
operational actions to the private sector such as production
unit, gas injection, etc. Thus NIOC would be considered solely
as an employer. Of course, in the oil industry, there are serious objections in this regards. We must see what will be the
result of the productivity of the oil industry. The productivity
of the oil industry is like a huge elephant that is hard to move,
so this big elephant is a very difficult task to be the subject
of the next IPC contract. We hope ten negotiating groups,
pertinent to legal, technical, financial and other areas, will be
successful, we think three contracts will be finalized up to the
end of the year. The next is the EPC, whose final bidding documents have been finalized. We hope to start the bidding
process early in the year and there will be a big change in
comparison to the past, aiming at introducing new means of
funding. Fortunately, the talks on the project funding have
done, aiming at devolution of the unit to the people, so the
people are the investors, but the prices of the units would
be higher. EPC and private companies can purchase the unit
based on Rial or Euro/Dollar, also the fluctuation of dollars is
reduced. There are three sources which are the units, bonds,
national development resources provision. We conducted
some negotiations with the foreign party. Last time, we said
that prepayment is not working, but the EPC itself is handed
over to a private sector. In this regards, some prepayment will
be done, then the suppliers will also provide this equipment
to the EPC. In sum, the development of the oil industry does
not change the economy of Iran.
IRAN UPSTREAM
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Habiballah Bitarf

Deputy Minister of Oil, Engineering, and Research Affairs

Models of Local Content Development & Technology Transfere

Amir Hossein Zamani Nia

Deputy Oil Minister in International Affairs and Trade

The necessity of Persistence of JCPOA

Mr. Kardor, and Mr. Manouchehri mentioned important
points about Iran deal, also NIOC partnership with the
private sector.
I am really pleased that the policy of entering private
sector to the industry has been grown more in comparison to the past.
I believe that the private sector should have significant
investment in this industry, also international companies will face some challenges in this regards. I am not
that much optimistic about international situation, obviously we would have more challenges at the future.
But it is essential to proceed in clear and less uncertain
situation, also the reason for such as situation is the U.S.
new government.
After the revolution, our industry becomes more independent. We claim that our country owns the most hydrocarbon reserves in the world, but the rate of our production is not in equivalence with our reserves, because
of political issues.
Islamic Republic of Iran’s priorities were different, we say
that the uncertain situation should be stopped in order
for us to count on our own resources, then we can participate in international arena as a normal country.
Mr. Trump should confirm and sign the nuclear deal
again, but we should wait to see what will happen.
It is really obvious that even European countries are not
satisfied with Trump’s discourse and behavior, also continuation of current situation is not positive for us economically, we want JCPOA to be implemented with all
its potentials.
It is necessary for Iran to take advantage of the EU, so
that they can keep the U.S. on the track. In my opinion,
the nuclear deal is beneficial economically, so they support not only maintenance of the deal, but also better
implementation of JCPOA, as this is beneficial for them.
I think that the deal remains.
IRAN UPSTREAM
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Regarding my responsibilities in Ministry of Petroleum,
the NIOC and subsidiaries’ plans should be based upon research, technology, and engineering. In the 11th and 12th
governments, there are two positive approaches regarding
oil industry. First, the acquisition and development of technology. Second, strengthening and use of domestic capabilities.
First, we should improve and strengthen the internal capabilities, then they would be put into operation. Also, there
should be a plan for technology recognition, transfer, development at first, and the capacity should be provided, then
such technology must be used in this regards.
The second model aims at creating such capabilities while
the project is being implemented. Due to some reasons, the
NIOC selected the second model.
In the first model, the government or powerful private sectors must invest in technology development and capacity
building, but the resources are not ready in our country.
Even the capacity building continue for many years. Of
course, many believe that the second model will face some
challenges such as increasing costs and decreasing the
quality that should be prevented through proper planning.
I would like to refer to the five development plans related to
Ministry of Petroleum, also show footprints of technology
transfer and domestic capabilities in this regards. The most
important plan of Ministry of Petroleum is development of
oil and gas fields through new model.
In one of the cabinet of Ministers’ resolutions which is the
legal basis for new contracts, it is explicitly stated that the
Ministry of Petroleum is obliged to transfer technology and
expand its capacities in all fields, specially to adopt Iranian
E&P companies in form of Iranian-foreign partnerships as
the second party in the contract. The participation of Iranian companies in these projects will be welcomed by Ministry of Petroleum, but this is essential for these companies to
take steps to finance the projects. Therefore, the presence
of Iranian companies will be same as improving the domestic share.
The next step is to use EPC, GC or OSCs, also the emphasis is on Iranian EPC or at least Iranian-foreign partners.
At the third level, the purchase of goods and equipment
are required, also use of Iranian samples are highly recommended. In the final level, the emphasis is on collaboration amongst R&D, E&P and IOC companies with the
universities, focusing on adopting domestic research and
knowledge capabilities in regards to field studies and reservoir engineering.
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In all of three levels, the technology transfer to domestic
sector is emphasized, thus both domestic capabilities improvement and technology transfer in IPC contracts are referred to. The other plan aims at upgrading the upstream
industry equipment. In this regards, a plan was presented
entitled “modernization of upstream facilities”, consisted of
four phases. First, identifying the current situation that is
conducted by Iranian advisers.
In the first step, the companies which are operating supervision of NISOC are divided in three groups, so both companies or one of the companies will contract with Iranian advisors who studied about their usability of the equipment,
then deliver a report to the employer. The second step is to
use Iranian-foreign advisors to participate as the main consultant in order to review the reports of primary consultant.
In the third step, Iranian consultants carries out some engineering and designing in small scale. Subsequently, they
are used through Iranian contractors’ tender.
The third program is a comprehensive study of oil and gas
fields, the company is divided into three categories, the first
is the fields that will be developed based on IPC contract.
There is separate contracts for those fields that provide
MDP. We have nine types of contracts with universities and
Iranian research institutes, the field studies will be carried
out completely, while the rest of the fields would be categorized in the third group.
The fourth program consists of a package of EPC projects
that both Mr. Kardor and Mr. Manouchehuri referred to, also
it is focused on domestic capabilities.
All the capable companies to carry out these contracts,
whether those approved by the Ministry of Petroleum
themselves as EPCs or those that are affiliated with this field,
approved by Planning and Budget Organization, especially
those that are categorized under either 1 or 2 bases. In ad-

dition, the two groups of drilling companies that were contracting with National Iranian South Oil Company or Iranian
Offshore Oil Company for the past few years, but have not
yet received a rating, have re-evaluated their operational
capability at Ministry of Petroleum in order to specify its list.
The total of these three groups can be companies that
can participate in the project package of about $ 6 billion,
which includes about 30 projects, and receive projects in
line with their capabilities, as companies themselves also
divided into four groups.
Companies that can receive projects under $ 50 million, a
group that can take projects between $ 50 million and $
150 million, another group of companies can have $ 150
million to $ 300 and companies with more than $ 300 million projects are the final group.
Unfortunately, despite the fact that it was a year of proliferation for oil and gas complexes, the expected number of
projects were not carried out successfully in 1396, due to
the long and relatively diverse process, and various stakeholders. We hope that the projects will be faster in 1397. I
want all directors, experts in the NIOC and manufacturing
companies to believe in realization of abovementioned approach in oil industry.
Therefore, it is very important for the oil companies and
employers to believe in this matter and to feel responsible
for realizing these two approaches. The second one is to
advise companies like E&P, EPC, OSC, GC and other contractors. Now that, the situation is provided, you must also
try to upgrade your capabilities. A company that wants to
contract with E&P is different from a typical contracting
company, it needs to develop its quality in the project management, reservoir engineering, supply management and
equipment financing. Of course, when we have licensed
companies, we have said that this is a temporary license.
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International Collaboration Panel

International Collaboration;
The Geo Strategic Dimensions
Dr. Zamani Nia
Deputy Oil Minister and Head of the Panel

The international geostrategic and political
conditions should facilitate the international
investments

•• The geostrategic aspects of oil and gas industry are
existential issues. Iran’s oil and gas industry has been
sanctioned immediately after the 1979 revolution and
we have since been challenged by development issue.
Iran is one of the countries who have the largest reserves
of hydrocarbon in the world, but our production is negligible to our reserves. In energy diplomacy the production is the first indicator has an impact on international
energy policies.
•• I believe that there is a lot of interest in large and medium sized international companies for investment and
cooperation in Iran, although the international geostrategic and political conditions should facilitate this.
•• Since there has been no serious investment in our oil
and gas industry for the last forty years, there is a great
deal of opportunity for business which is acknowledged
by all foreign companies as well. As much as $ 200 billion project has been defined in various industries of oil
and gas, petrochemicals, refining and distributing of oil
products.
•• We have more than 15 neighboring countries that our
energy diplomacy has the potential of improvement
with them and these countries are our priority business
IRAN UPSTREAM
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partners. All Persian Gulf countries (of course except Qatar), Pakistan and India need gas but we have been unable to use this international opportunity yet.
•• However our geographical location has provided us
with an opportunity to improve energy relations with
our neighbors and beyond neighbors. Also, we should
not disregard the global consumer markets.
•• India, China and Indonesia are important countries that
we should focus our energy diplomacy on them considering their markets. It should also be taken into account
that what problems and challenges our own policies do
have. We should look at international space carefully.
•• In regard to energy diplomacy, we are cooperating
with Azerbaijan and we have been negotiating with
them to develop some blocks on Caspian Sea. We are
also negotiating with Turkmenistan that has reached
good progress and we hope we can expand our cooperation with them in all fields, especially the gas trade. Of
course, our biggest challenge in the international level is
the JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action) and the
uncertainty that has overshadowed it.

Mr. Octavino Alimudin
Indonesia’s Ambassador in Iran

For Indonesia, we can see Iran is indeed a
true friend

For Indonesia, we can see Iran is indeed the true friend and
we could say in energy diplomacy it is compatible for Indo-
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nesian energy security. The problem that we have now is
that we are running out of oil and gas productions. Indonesia only has the proven reserves of only 3.8 billion barrels
of oil and for Indonesia we need to secure our oil because
we consume oils quite much, especially with more than 260
million people. Then we need some security for the energy.
Indonesia from the very beginning put it as priority to have
the investment or join exploration and production of oil.
We started with the communications between the governments. We established the energy working group between
the two governments under the joint commission followed
by business sectors. I think it started from late 2015. So
starting 2016, we resume our oil and gas cooperation and
started to import LPG. We submitted our feasibility studies
in February last years, 2017. We may expect in the near future there would be some agreements on how we explore
and produce from the Iranian oil fields. We really will hope
that this would be enhancing our cooperation. We could
say that not only in oil and gas, we may also go further for
mineral.
We see the prospects of the bilateral cooperation between
Iran and Indonesia with regard to oil and gas that would be
really clear and loud. We could say that we are expecting
that the contracts wound be signed as soon as possible.
Dr. Shams Ardakani
Iran Former Ambassador in Kuwait,
Head of Energy Commission of ICCIMA

Energy issues are global and their effects are
also global
I think the most important item of the agenda for energy
production is obviously the upstream. The geoeconomics
of energy production combines the efforts of users and producers globally. Energy issues are global and their effects
are also global. The most important item in order to be able
to achieve the goals for exploration and production stems
from the capital adequacy. The capital requirement is usually
estimated out of forecast for demand for the output. Here is
where the uncertainty enters the agenda.
Oil and gas are both capital intensive, but at different stages
their intensity varies. This intensity in various stages of E&P
especially, had been increasing. Nowadays, the investors are
looking for higher and more assured return. So you have to
cover for the uncertainty.
Iran cannot ignore the capital requirement of the energy
sector, especially when we realize that local or domestic
capital formation is low. This capital requirement is the most
strategic issue for national interest. Therefore all of the prerequisites of capital attraction is a national order.
The geostrategic importance, I hope I am not exaggerating.
We have to consider the volatility of energy prices, especial-

ly oil products. If you have volatility in the energy prices it
means attraction of capital is also volatile. In the energy decisions we cannot make decisions that endangers our future.
Dr. Arshi
Former Director of International Affairs, NIOC

Trump’s energy dominance maybe consider as
an American dream
The first shot is the Trump’s energy dominance agenda.
They are going to replace all Iranian oil by the U.S. oil. But
also there is constrain in refineries and their configuration.
We call it the Nelson complexity index (NCI). The all refineries built over 2003 have high NCI. Therefore they are capable of refining the sourer and heavier crude oil. But the most
of crude oil the U.S. produces is the very light and sweet.
Because of that, right now the light sweet crude oils are discounted very much against the sourer and heavier, due to
the facts I mentioned earlier, i.e. the NCI.
The U.S. may be able to increase his production but the substitution of the U.S. light sweet crude oil with the sourer and
heavier grade seems to be unlikely. Because the sourer and
heavier one are very cheap against light and sweet crude
oil. Also because of OPEC product, they are not available in
the market. We think that Trump’s energy dominance maybe consider as an American dream. Oil production growth
in the U.S. will stagnate on 2032. But it depends on very
factors. I mean this as an assumption and modeling having
such a prediction. If nothing happens and develops oil export of the U.S. may affected.
The LNG of the U.S. is targeted to Europe, Russia and Asia.
Panama Canal reduces the length of the shipment to Asia
by 11 days. It means that the U.S. LNG can compete with
batteries. The U.S. as per IEA’s prediction are going to be the
3rd supplier in global market after Qatar and Australia. This
is why the U.S. sanction companies involved in European
Nord Stream 2 for supplying Russian gas to Europe. It is the
suggestion of one of the gas companies CEO, he said that
core of the sanction law to promote the U.S. interest. They
are looking for potential new gas sources for European market.
But what happened in the market in reality?
Despite strong global oil consumption helping to push
crude prices higher, the rise of electric vehicles is seen as
one of the biggest long-term threats to demand. Most oil
companies see demand peaking around 2040. It means
that we should be so fast. We have a lot of joint fields in Iran.
I think that the economic diplomacy works between Iran
and neighbor countries. Because we think that it is a sound
and peaceful solution through more cooperation and coordination safeguarding the national interest of both neighbor countries in its entirety.
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Good Governance

Good Governance in Oil&Gas Industry
Seyed Mehdi Hosseini,
Advisor, Ministry of Petroleum

How NOCs can succeed in having
good governance?

A NOC needs to target four things in order to be in a good
state of governance. First, each NOC should define its policies and strategies in all fields. The second step is to attend,
in terms of the type of project, to definition of new and relevant structures for the implementation of such policies. In
any part of the world, you do not see a NOC that can work
ahead without IOCs and private and public contractors. In
third step, it is important to investigate which methods and
policies should be followed by NOCs to adopt for working
with such companies. My suggestion was that we change
our procedures according to international standards. As the
fourth step, especially for a country like us which wants its
NOC to participate in international markets, it is an important step to build a structured partnership with IOCs.
Trung Ghi
Arthur D. Little

How Good Governance look like
for other countries

I’d like to give you an outside statement as a management
consultant about what does it meant by good governance
in other countries in comparison to Iran. I want to share
some insights as an international firm sees it.
So many studies have been conducted by many companies
about natural resource governance. They provide an index
which is probably the most comprehensive index for good
governance. They look at three components, value realization, revenue management and enabling environment. The
IRAN UPSTREAM
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WGI governance indicator considers five items: voice and
accountability, political stability, government effectiveness,
regulatory quality and rule of law and control of corruption.
The concept of ‘governance’ has become more prevalent in
the literature related to sustainable development so that
with good governance, developing could be sustainable.
Significant empirical evidence shows that hydrocarbon rich
countries often grow more slowly than resource poor countries. The governance could be defined as the structures,
relationships, behaviors and processes through which the
stakeholders can steer an industry to achieve its objectives.
In the oil and gas sector, we identify with four key governance themes: regulatory and holding company characteristics, fiscal regime, value chain integration and corporate
governance. Structurally, governance combines the sector
and company level. At the sector level, Iran has a unique
governance structure. Other countries apply a fiscal regime
to ensure NOCs have enough cash at hand to pay OPEX and
CAPEX, while Iran’s current fiscal regime has its challenges
to ensure sustainable development of the sector.
Reza Dehghan
Director of coordination of Upstream
Contracts at NIOC

The Governance in the Iranians
IPC Contracts

I have based my presentation on the governance definition.
Governance is the set of policies, regulations, procedures
and laws on one side and responsibilities and accountabilities on the other side that enables us to manage and control the contracts.
Iran is 7th in the world in terms of oil export but 4th in terms
of reserves, so we need to increase the production and
that’s why NIOC is mandated to increase production in the
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sixth five-year plan which is going to require a large amount
of investment, about 140 billion dollars. NIOC has some requirements and priorities; first of all is investment especially
in our common fields with neighboring countries, then we
need to enhance oil and gas recovery factor and also we
need to transfer the technology.
These priorities were enacted by the council of ministers
as the by-law which is our bible for IPC. So let me review
some of these regulations: All of the investment in form of
IPC should be done by the E&P contractors. The E&P contractors are not only responsible for the development but
also for the production and day to day operation up to 20
years while ownership of the wells and reservoir, the oil and
gas products , all facilities, machineries and installations will
always be remained with NIOC.
IPC is a contract signed between NIOC as the first party and
an E&P contractor as the second party. When the contract is
signed an NIOC subsidiary company will take care of execution and a joined management committee will be shaped
to actually manage the project. Then the job is divided into
several EPC packages which will be performed by EPC contractors.
This also should be noted in some of IPC contracts to nominate an Iranian university or research institute to actually
work with the E&P contractor. On top of all stakeholders,
MOP consists of three important stakeholders: high council of reservoirs, petroleum contracts validation committee
and supreme council of economy. During the contract negotiations and before signing the contract these are major
stakeholders: The E&P contractor and NIOC, MOP and those
three entities I have just explained.
Then after the contract is signed, we are going to require
EPC contractors to actually perform the job as well as vendors, suppliers and manufacturers to provide required materials, equipment and services. JMC will perform after signing the contract and will supervise and manage the contract
during the contract execution period specially during the
development phase. When the development phase is gone
and we are going to the production phase, instead of EPC
contractors and vendors, we are going to have an Iranian
operator which is responsible to operate the facilities and
it works under the E&P contract. There are some other sides
that I could not review all of them due to short time.
Seyed Saleh Hendi,
Managing Director,
NIOC Exploration Directorate

Main Role Players of Good Governance in
Petroleum Industry

There are three main role players in the good governance
issue in petroleum industry.
These include the government, society and the executers.
It is required to work on their relationships. The other item
which should be considered as well as transparency, is the

clarification of processes. We should be clear about the definition of duties, goals and strategies.
The other subject which was not described well is the empowerment. Empowerment by the government in all aspects is one of good governance requirements.
Ministry of Petroleum is responsible for the governing the
oil and gas industry, so the goals should be precisely defined and the MOP should then be completely responsive
about reaching the goals.
The indexes which are defined for good governance are
usually qualitative while they should be defined quantities
so that each party could be evaluated after a period of time.
This certainly needs permanent monitoring and regulations in this section. Although MOP and NIOC have had a
good beginning in this area, the amount of executed work
is very low in comparison to the remained work.

Roknodin Javadi,
Deputy Oil Minister & Head of the Panel

Good Governance Needs to Have a Good
Policy and a Supervised Implementation

The common conclusion of the presented speeches is that
good governance needs to have a good policy and its implementation should also be supervised.
Iran has the share of world oil production about 4.3 percent
while this amount is 13 percent of OPEC production. There
are two plans to increase this value. One is the 20-year perspective document for Iran, based on which the Daily oil
production should reach 4.7 MMbbl/day.
The other perspective is that the Iran’s share from OPEC
and world oil production should be preserved until 2040.
The meaning of these quantities is that Iran should have an
average 600 Mbbl/day increase in daily oil production each
year. If this policy is considered, we will face a heavy development process.
Then, we should attend to define and prepare the processes
and policies which lead us to this goal. One of the concepts
which should be clarified in governance is the ownership
of oil, reservoir and produced oil. If successful experiences
of the same countries are surveyed, it will be clear that how
modification of the rules has led to economic flourishing
and development.
We should implement such plans too. For example, Norway
has had a notable success in good governance based on recently published reports. Turkey is another example where
the rules were modified and expressed in an 11-year period. They integrate all the conflicting rules to manage seven groups of stakeholders in the energy sector through a
transparent competition. UE has also brought the engaged
companies in a transparent competitive framework via a
similar process.
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Iranian E&Ps Panel

Iranian E&P Companies;
Roadmap & Strategies
Mehdi Mir Moezi
CEO of Pasargad Energy Development Co.

This industry is a “High-Risk/High-Reward”
industry

The main issue related to Exploration and Production (E&P)
firms is that this industry is part of the “High-Risk /High-Reward” industry. In other words, not only it has higher risks but
also expects higher profits and bonuses in return. For a number
of reasons this industry, particularly in our country is not in a
healthy status. At the global scale, competition is very high and
the period of decline in changing oil prices has been extended, and additionally, given the influx of shale oil into the global
oil market, it is possible not to experience the cyclical period of
price fluctuations. In Iran, we have never experienced a meaningful activity of E&P firms, neither in the private sector nor the
non-private firms such as exploration, development and production that would operate under E&P activity. In addition to
this, these firms were unable to buy or sell their shares, which
was also under the control of NIOC.
It is for the first time that new oil contracts are expected to follow the new structures. The lack of sufficient capital as well as
having the weakness in securing necessary funds coupled with
poor operational performance seriously affect exploration and
production processes consequently.
Since Iranian firms cannot meet necessary requirements to either secure or attract financial resources, it is more suitable for
them to seek partnership from Iranian or foreign firms. These
partners need to be able to follow common goals, enjoy similar
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and compatible worldviews towards the subjects of development and production, and also have similar risk profile as much
as possible. Given current situation, Iranian firms at the start of
their operation need to use resources available at the National
Development Fund (NDF). Following the approval of the Ministry of Petroleum, the NDF (as well as banks) could then be able
to cooperate with these firms subsequently. However, this process may not work properly especially regarding the process of
securing funds in case foreign firms are involved, as they always
require proper documents and records for partnership. So it appears that the best method for Iranian firms at the beginning, is
to use funds at the NDF, and then seek other methods such as
project funds and stock market.

Seyed Mostafa Khoie
Dana Energy

Despite their high willingness, European
companies have not yet decided to enter the
Iranian oil market

Based on what is mentioned in the Constitution regarding the
position of Iranian E&P firms, it is stated that these firms can
work as non-operators with international oil companies and as
operators on smaller fields. On the second part, the NIOC prefers that Iranian companies also work as non-operators. Despite
the high willingness of European companies for participation
in the Iranian market, due to the uncertainty of current political
environment, these companies have not yet decided to enter
the Iranian oil market. During the 2000s we had a positive ex-
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perience in this field. It was during the same decade that Iranian E&P firms replaced the foreign firms. In the first half of the
2000s, nearly $5 billion in project funding went to Petroiran Development Company, at a time when for a number of reasons,
foreign companies did not display willingness to participate in
Iranian oil projects. Same issue happened to the Petropars oil
company and a number of project were carried out by the company consequently.
Unfortunately, smaller oil fields have been overlooked by the
NIOC. These oil fields appear to be suitable options for Iranian
E&Ps. These firms need to have clear strategy and thus need
to devise their business models based on their clear strategies. They need to plan out their risk management strategies,
decision-making processes, in order to attain a level where
maximum value-added is reached. There are two questions regarding companies business models: 1. How value can be generated in a particular business model? 2. How should a business
being run?
Regarding the subject of partnership of Iranian firms as non-operators, it should be noted that these firms need to have a
win-win strategy and therefore it is necessary for both sides to
reach to an agreement that would ensure the generation of value-added. For example, since we have skillful engineers in areas
of reservoir engineering, geophysics, petrophysics, and others,
therefore we can say that Iranian E&P firms at the technical sector can contribute to value-added generation.

Hamid Akbari
CEO of Petropars

Iranian firms cannot enter international
markets easily

What we have understood in the past 18 to19 years at Petropars
Company is that the E&P market is not particularly big in Iran
and the firms that have been active in this field do not exceed 5
or 6, which have been predominantly related to either state-run
or public institutions. There are two major issues in this regard.
First, oil and gas reserves belong to the government and the private sector cannot acquire the ownership of these reserves and
participate in a competitive business environment. On numerous instances, it is not necessary for firms to be operators, and
simply having the ownership of parts of a project or a field can
lead to entering this industry and acquiring necessary skill there.
The second problem is that Iranian firms (registered in Iran) cannot enter international markets or if they could, it is very limited.
Compared to contractor activities such as EPC, or providing advice on different sectors, or compared to the petrochemicals industry, the E&P industry is very limited.Given the capital-hungry
and risky nature of this industry, if firms intend to enter this field
as operators or non-operators, there needs to be a comprehensive study toward achieving this goal and also the allocation of
certain amount of resources for this sector to flourish.

Farzad Hajivand
Oil Industries Engineering and Construction
(OIEC)

Lessons Learnt from two of our projects

I would like to share what we have been learning in OIEC in two
projects, one in the phase 20 and 21, South Pars Field and the
other at Azar Oil Field with the our audience.f” (National Iranian
Oil Company Retirement Fund). Around 9 production wells exist in this field, with 4 ready for production. Our commitment to
this field is that after the preliminary production of 30 thousand
barrels per day, we would be able to gradually increase the production to 65 thousand barrels per day. Production is done conventionally. There are two appraisal and two delineation wells
that based on changes in our schedule, it appears that we will
be able to add two additional wells to our production line. The
levels of production, included 15 thousand barrels from 4 wells
and in the next level it was 30 thousand barrels. So far, about
9 million barrels have been produced at the Azar oil field. The
most important lesson that we learned in operating at this field
was when MDP was made, we did not drill descriptive appraisal wells, which after seeing the results we were able to re-design it. In general, based on the limitations in the mutual sale
contracts we regularly faced problems like these. The impacts
of this issue in the designing of wells and also in the timing of
wells were directly seen, which rooted from the complexity of
the existing geological structure and also due to the hastiness
on behalf of the operators, we were unable to drill 2 more wells
and therefore were not able to design wells consequently. At
the beginning a lot of time was needed in drilling wells which
reached 900 days for a single well. But in the latest wells, it has
reached to 350 days. In total we spent about 1400 days drilling
wells. Around 200,000 barrels of mud was lost in 8/5” hole. There
is another subject that affected us due to the sanctions in our
oil sector, which was the need for spare parts and because of
this and repair times, we experienced extensive nonproductive
times.In the phases 20 and 21of South Pars field, the main risk
was the increase in the price of gas platforms followed by rising oil prices. The cost of our first platform estimated $110,000
per day, and the second climbed to $170,000. Another problem
was the transfer of money to our foreign contractors and the
other was the purchasing of CRA pipes. While the price of these
pipes with POGC was set at $850 per meter, we then had to
buy these pipes at $1800 per meter subsequently. There were
positive points in South Pars compared to Azar Oil field, for instance the equipment that we had in phases 20, and 21, from
casing, wellhead, etc. had high quality, and this led us to achieve
more of our objectives and have less failures compared to Azar.
In Azar field, by the type of contract that we signed, we had a
financial dispute of approximately $200 million with contractors. But here this project was under our control and we signed
contracts with the subcontractors ourselves, so there were less
challenges in this case.
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Technology transfer and localization in the upstream industry

Local Content
and Technology
Transfer
Mohammad Reza Nematzadeh
former Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade

Appropriate solutions for technology
transfer in Iran

Despite its 100-year-old life, Iran’s oil industry’s present position is far below its real position.
We hope that the private sector will be the key to production
and exploration so that the Ministry will deal with more important issues. The widespread structure of the Ministry of Petroleum is a reason for the slow pace, and as long as this structure stays the same, it will not get better. Ultimately, the basic
solution is to act in accordance with the existing guidelines
and rules. This should begin with the Ministry of Oil and the
National Oil Company. Therefore, all the talk in the congress
and the rules should be used efficiently and we have to take
tight steps to put them into practice.

Mohammad Reza Tabibzadeh
Oil Industry Association

The role of government and regulators with
the Ministry of Oil, tenure with the private sector
Article 44 of the Constitution emphasizes the role of the sovereignty and regulatory of the Ministry of Petroleum, and similar
cases exists in various laws such as; the law on eliminating barriers to production, the duties and powers of the Ministry of Oil
and the constitution of the National Oil Company.
Resistive Economy, recognizing challenges, and providing
optimal solution, unlike some notions of the Economic Resistance, do not mean to close the business space.
The importance of paying attention to the private sector is so
important, so I suggest that the minister of petroleum assign
one of his deputies responsible for the responsibility of the private sector.
The importance of standardization in the oil industry looks
very high. In accordance with the article 3 of the Duties and
Powers Law of the Petroleum Ministry, it is required to take
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steps to prepare standards.
One should not neglect is the empowerment of domestic contractors, because it is undoubtedly one of the important circles
of the path to excellence and industry growth.

Mohammad Reza Abotaleb,
Ministry of Petroleum

Standardization in the oil industry

Standards are being prepared in various sectors of the oil industry in cooperation with the National Standard Organization. The ministry has assisted universities, associations, and
companies active in these areas in the formulation of standards. They are still needed in parts such as drafting a design
and project assignment style sheet, and a methodology for
assessing project stakeholders as well as other parts.
The technical and executive system have been developed as
the basis for this process in seven documents:
1) Process and description of the business
2) Models of key stakeholder competence assessment
3) The documents identical to the treaty
4) Operating Style Sheet and Workflow
5) Method of Designation or project assignment
6) Schedule or project evaluation style
7) Instructions for each discipline for the requirements and
patterns of technology transfer

Nima Nasrallohi
APP in Association with Denton Europe

Technology transfer in the IPC framework

One of the main reasons of the shift from Buy-Back to the IPC
regime was to justify Technology Transfer. Technology Transfer
has been formulated in four different forms.
The four forms of technology transfer are partnership with
Iranian E&P companies-there is now an obligation for IOCs
wishing to be present in Iran, the second the local content ob-
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ligation, third is local employment obligation, in fact employment and recruitment is stricter, and finally R&D obligation
which has been embodied in an obligation to establish a joint
research center with an Iranian university.
Beginning with the local content obligation, I would first like
to investigate whether it applies to the IPC projects. The main
body of the legislation is the content localization obligation,
maximum utilization of production and services.
The act was passed in 2012 in the Iranian Islamic Assembly Parliament. The act is at large applicable to projects that are one or
the way is related to the government or finance by the government. In principle, the act should not apply to the contractor
in IPC contracts.
However, according to article four of the IPC by law the maximization act is applicable to the contractor. In the model itself,
a complete appendix has been designated with more details
regarding the calculation and the sanctions relating to local
content requirements. A little, I would like to give a definition
of his rather illusive concept. Local content has been defined
in article 1.7 of the maximization act as including the shares of
all economic activities except the value of lands, building, and
installation which is produced or executed in Iran either by Iranian or foreigners.According to the maximization act, it must
be insured that minimum 51% of the cost of edit project is executed to local content which might otherwise be translated to
domestic letter as well. In addition to this obligation of 51% of
local content, the maximization act imposes restrictions upon
procuring of services as far as concerns, the entities to which
the law applies, are not allowed to engage foreign service
companies as long as competitive Iranian company exists. Procurement of goods. According to which, only the goods that
are not produced domestically can be imported from abroad.

Parviz Sangin
Ministry of Petroleum

Localization process in Iran

The use of domestic capacity, and the empowerment and localization of technologies has begun in the Iranian oil industry
since 2013. The measures were: the localization plan of for 10
families of goods and equipment needed for the oil industry
which was commissioned by the minister of petroleum with
the aim of strengthening domestic capacities by the end of
2014. These 10 commodity groups include equipment such
as the construction of various drill drills , wellhead equipment
and In-well completion, In-well pumps, types of control valves,
safety and accessories, various types of pipes, explosive and
variable-speed electro motors, rotary machines (turbines,
compressors and pumps including centrifugal pumps), alloy
steels, measuring tools for drilling and making smart pigs. Observing the point of technology transfer as an important part
of the technical and executive system is important in contracts

that are prerequisites for any contract with a foreign party. This
point is considered in IPC contracts, and the process of placement in this area has been seen in contracts.

Mohammad Alemi
Drilling Association

Problems in the market and the effects on
localization

The upstream documents show both the summit and the
path. The problem is the downstream as well as the non-standard administrative protocol.In the drilling industry, capital escape is seen because investors’ interest in this field has been
declining. This industry is far from flourish, and needs to raise
capital and funds. There are 27 unemployed drilling rigs in the
country that is really shocking. In the first-world countries, special attention is paid to small and medium-sized enterprises
in economic development, but unfortunately, this is not the
case in Iran. Recently, however, a committee for the problems
of small and medium-sized industries has been set up in the
Ministry of Industry, which is promising. The reasons of these
problems are both from contractors and clients. The problems
of the contractor sector include the negative competition of
the drilling companies, which leads to closing down contracts
at very low and possibly unprofitable prices, lack of cooperation spirit, lack of cost control and low work quality. The problems of the client sector include the lack of a proper market,
the failure of the ranking of the contractor companies, and the
financial problems especially in recent years.

Reza Khayyam
Association of Oil Industry Equipment Manufacturers

Compliance with International Standards
for Equipment Manufacturing

There is no problem in the field of manufacturing equipment
in the downstream. Instead, we have a lot of problems with the
upstream equipment, which requires the cooperation with foreign companies to solve them. As I believe IPC contracts are a
good to implement so.
We are facing a number of issues in the construction of internal equipment: Good quality goods, reasonable prices, and
production in an acceptable time; to achieve these factors, the
best way is to collaborate with the world’s largest companies.
In this regard, manufacturers have expectations such as order
and payment that are prerequisites for domestic production
and success. To align with the foreign companies, we are cooperating and using foreign consultants who have been effective so far. It seems to me that continuous co-operation with
foreign companies - as a main solution, can help the upstream
technology transfer and localization.
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Investment and Financing Panel

E&P companies and capital-raising
The major pillars of this panel were investment
models and financing for EPCF projects, evaluation
of optimized financial management indicators in E&P
companies, universal modern knowledge on
investment and financing, financial-credit institutions
role on raising capital and modern financial systems in
superior oil industry in Iran.

Mohammad Mostafavi
Director of Investment and Business, NIOC

NIOC’s current investment and financing situation

The share of National Oil Company as a superior in the upstream industry is about 10% of the revenues, which seem
to be insufficient for investing in different sectors. Change
of strategy and privatization can help to solve this problem. One of the law sections of 2014 national budget and
article 12 of Barriers Elimination law, helped this change of
strategy and appropriate finance security to this projects. In
privatization, we can refer to the closure of 3200, 3100, Pars,
Bid Boland, and Khark NGLs, worth 15 billion dollars and its
transfer to the private sector.

Peyman Molavi
Molavi Investment and Finance Academy

Investment and financing condition
at E&P companies

How international E&P companies raise finance? There are
four major ways to do it: financial resources, publishing
securities, and project’s financing and stock publication.
Nowadays Almost every well-known E&P Company is using
creative ways to financing rather than traditional. Wrong
bank policies have caused many problems to this industry,
in a country where bank profit raise from 15% to 20% in one
day you cannot easily attract a foreign investor.The need of
making platform by Iranian companies is forgotten even
though it is an important factor for globalization of a company. Platforming, is a strategy by the group of companies
which explains the mechanism for establishing strong international relations and promotion of international status.
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As long as Iran’s credit rating is not improving, raising investment is difficult. The amount of money for investing in the
world is $ 80,000 billion. This is such a shame that we cannot
attract a share of $ 200 billion of that for our need.

Sadegh Shirazi
Dana Energy Co.

Financing challenges of the Iranian E&P
companies

Among the challenges which Iranian companies are facing
we can refer to: the assurances and warrants for the banks
and National Development Fund which are problematic
due the high amount of requests, low risk-taking by banks,
banking system unfamiliarity with the framework of IPC’s
contracts, short term due dates and not being bankable,
our low credit rating which cause banks profit raising.
Our Stock exchange market is suffering from being low
depth. Current amount of fund is not aligned with the sixth
National Development Plan and the implementation of this
this is not possible. Conflict of laws and administrative bureaucracy are also other important issues. Approving the
IPC’s contracts is an admirable job and it is a sign that authorities are provident to reach important goals.

Jaap Van Dijk
Philip Sidney

It is essential to reconnect Iran index to the
international financial community

•• For getting finance, the most important factor is being
in compliance. It is essential to reconnect Iran index to
the international financial community, and this cannot
be possible if you would not be in compliance.
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•• In a nutshell, it depends on your management and integrity risks. Integrity risks are the ones which may be a
threat to your reputation, capital and company resources. It means we have to deal with legality, rules, regulations, standards set by organizations, internal standards
and values, and last but not least, the expectations from
all share-holders, society.
•• One of the relations between integrity risks and the
oil-gas sector are financial sector. Financial institutions
have a legal and regulatory obligation to manage risks.
Predominantly, risks affect reputation and rating. For
the Iranian oil-gas industry, it is important to become a
partner of international companies. In fact, the financial
sector and the oil-gas industry need each other so much.
They both need interest to assist each other in securing
companies’ reputation.
•• The question is do all major international oil-gas companies have the compliance factor, to convince ourselves
we say yes. Main compliances mean that you need to
make sure all your procedures include measures to meditate your component risks. Once you have decided procedure to control your risks, you need to use software for
support.
•• Technology transfer is an element of the IPC. It is a
good element, I know oil-gas companies are willing to
share their technological insight, but it is very important
to analyze them properly. Because we need to be able to
check whether they are eligible by the context of sanction regulations as well as export control regulations.
•• This is true for all of the finance chain that they work
to know if you’re manage integrity risks. If Iranian oil-gas
companies are able to work on this and share that with
your financial institutions partners, I would say the impossible job that I mentioned in the beginning would
turn to possible.

James Fierro
Eco Capacity Exchange

New Solutions for funding oil & gas projects

I have been watching very closely Iran and its developments in recent years and the challenges from far. Companies are very hesitant to enter to Iranian businesses; you
know US regime imposing great difficulties for companies
doing business in Iran.
However, there are solutions actually outside the sanction
regime. What such solutions are about, in my view the most
important is unlocking potential, human potential, companies’ potential. In Oil & Gas industry, the need for capital is
incredible because it is a capital intensive business.
Less than 50% of NIOCs’ revenue coming back in turn of
funding. It’s really important how to create new sources of

capital. Iran is not alone in that, the oil and gas sector has
been suffering for access the capital since the low-price oil.
So what is the problem back to this issue? The problem is
actually not just an Iranian problem around sanctions, it is a
global problem with money.
There are 192 monetary systems, all of which today are facing similar problems.
You would never want to hold them for more than a second. Even US dollar today is with quantities issuing money
and printing money with no actual tangible asset backing
and then on top of it going into unoppressed deficits, yet
that is our global reserve currency. And so, what does the
world do? It innovates, that is what we do when we have
problem.
We have come up with something and it is a gain-changing solution and when I say we, many leading economists
in the world, 350 of the senior companies in the world who
want to do business in Iran who are facing struggling with
problem how they can do business in Iran, the abundance
of capacity in Iran, there are not many significant reserves
like here in the world.
Believe me many companies are trying to know how to do
it. There is no shortage of real assets in this country.
We are here to help Iran and the companies and people of
Iran to unlock the extra-ordinary potential that exist here,
as I said we have 350 of the largest global companies who
are asking us to help them to unlock some of their potential
and that is just the beginning of doing so.

Alireza Saedi Sarkhanlou
National Development Fund

Ministry’s plans for E&P companies financing

The goal of the fund is not about making profit from investments but providing benefits for future generations. Three
major activities of National Development Fund are:
Loans for Investment of local companies which intend to
export to other countries
The possibility of investing in foreign markets which was
not possible because of the sanctions
Special loans for country’s important infrastructure plans
Oil industry is the best choice to invest for the National
Development Fund. If an E&P company participate with
a foreign company it can use the fund money up to 20%.
Notable point for private companies is that only companies
with less than 20% of government share can use this fund.
Private companies can use this way to attract foreign companies and improve oil industry.
Northern African countries successfully gain 74 billion dollars over a year, and Iran’s weakness to do the same thing is
embarrassing.
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Iran Upstream Contracts; Plans & Prospects

The Path Ahead of Iranian E&Ps
Reza Dehghan,
Director of Oil
and Gas Upstream Contracts, NIOC
In this panel, we will be investigating the recent challenges of Iran oil and gas industry, formation of new contracts,
the Buy Back and also IPC Contracts’ challenges. We will be
also speaking about the regulations and requirements of
developing Iranian Exploration & Production companies,
financing solution for companies’ projects, the path ahead
of E&P companies and the requirements for partnership in
projects.

Jaap Kalkman
Arthure D. Little

IPC will give the opportunity to players with
financial means to boost production

Good morning everyone, my short address and what I
would like to do is upcoming challenges to Iranian oil and
gas industry with regards to new contractual frameworks.
What I would like to do is comparing Iran’s challenges to
Mexico and Indonesia’s.
to compare how do they address their contractual frameworks and to see what kinds of lessons are learned for Iran,
so you undoubtedly know, Iran’s production has had fairly
volatile profile in this regards, we would say that actually
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today’s the right moment for Iran to step up and try to implement new regime to be helpful in this regards. The difference between Iran’s and them are the reserves of Iran that
is highly bigger.
Why is today a good time, there are three reasons: you are
allowed to sell oil to more various places. second, IPC, the
new Iranian petroleum contracts will give the opportunity
to attract players with financial means to boost production,
as sanctions were lifted so there is higher access to international arena, technology etc. the third is Iran new plan
that is aiming at increase of Iran’s oil in quality and quantity.
Iran’s contractual frameworks do not result in which that
everyone was hoping for, meaning participating in international arena, so country has arrived to a new regime in IPC.
It is fairly big program to attract huge investment in Iran.
We quickly compare Iran, Indonesia, and Mexico in this regards. Why I pick Mexico an Indonesia, as they are countries
to learn from.
All three are in big need of investment, Indonesia and Mexico have declining production, they are unable to push the
sectors forward, because of lack of financial means. Mexico
produces two million barrels per day, and Indonesia produces one million barrels per day, so the reserves and production levels are different. They were higher in the past,
but also lower than Iran.
We should learn from them, as Mexico has done reforms,
changing the policy in way that domestic sectors can be
more active, also Indonesia has done the same, but less successful.
So let’s focus on Mexico at first. It has very higher climate
for investments, it is really different from Iran and Indonesia.
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Of course, when you have a few fields like Iran, you should
adopt technology to have good production in this regards.
Mexico was not successful in this regards, why Mexico is
interesting to be compared with Iran is that Mexican main
property is oil, they are searching for improving this field,
too. Not only that, but also Mexico has political challenges
like what Iran has to influence oil production.
This is time for energy reform in Mexico, they had made
number of changes, so they had done many contractual
reforms that are suggested for Iran to do.

to find solution and we are hopeful that we can achieve
what NIOC has to do to conclude these agreements as soon
as possible. We need to see some flexibility in local content.
I make it happen, there are lots of challenges, legal impediments, but personally I am optimistic.

Behzad Mohammadi
Managing Director of OIEC Group

Growth and Excellence of E&P Companies

Navid Rahbar
APP in Association with Denton Europe

We should use the opportunity to have better relations with small banks

With reference to financial challenges regarding to provision of capital of the contracts, there should be some solutions in this regards for Iranian companies to use. Although
European large banks are under pressure of the U.S. sanctions, they are not willing to be present in Iranian markets,
there are some small banks that are willing to interact with
Iran, and we should use the opportunity to have better relations. Beside all, it is possible to have better interactions
with Russian and Chinese banks that are less influenced by
United States in this regards.
The European bond market is another solution to be proposed here, but this is not suitable for upstream oil industry.
It is appropriate for small, high return, and renewable energy projects. The necessary credits for project implementations can be provided by export credit agencies (ECA) and
institution such as Exim Bank. The problem is that they do
not provide and support all the projects, so project should
be managed by their component companies. Some of
Asian ECAs consider credit for Iran, but they provide it to active companies in their own region, (companies which are
participating and investing in Iran and belonged to their
own region).
Moreover, the pre-export financing methods are also suggested, but the profit margin of the companies which are
participating in IPC projects is low, so the overall profit decreases.
The best solution is to start partnership with companies
which are able to invest in Iran, as well as use the banks in
these countries. In fact, the best mean is to adopt mixed
solution of all abovementioned ways. It will benefit the
country’s security and economy, too.
In order to resolve the challenges, some measures should
be taken in regards to contractual frameworks. NIOC is not
the only actor, we should engage ministry of oil, economy
for approving these investors as foreign ones.
As we know there are some legal limitations in accepting
these investment in upstream oil and gas field, but we have

Lack of flexibility in the MDP, lack of program for expanded harvesting, high impact of projects from GMCs, fixed
CAPEX ceiling, and project’s impact on return on investment (ROR) are challenges through the path of an Iranian
company to become a global E&P company. Out of the 17
E&P companies in Iran, only four companies participated in
the Buy-Back projects. The path to excellence and growth
of every E&P company, just like a puzzle, consists of parts
like: access to new technology components, our global
assessment, respect for sustainable development principles, organizational culture and talent acquisition, budget
management, risk management, government support, and
contractor qualification.
The road map for E&P companies to become an IOC can be
outlined in four steps. First step, collaborating with international E&P companies on internal projects as Non-operator,
the next step it will be the operator. The third step is the
presence of regional projects as non-operator, and finally,
the presence of regional projects will be Operator.

Vasili Mozgovoy
Tatneft

Tatneft has a long history of relationship
with our Iranian colleagues
Tatneft has been prominently active in number of inventions especially in Europe and Middle East in area of oil and
gas exploration and production.We have a long history of
relationship with our Iranian colleagues. In the past, we had
representative office in Iran, involving in various projects.
When the sanctions lift, we were happy to come back, also
identifying our errors to assist our structure, expertise, etc.
the challenges that we faced in this regards was ambiguity
in contracts, that more frank work should apply. It is very important to have a clear picture from the beginning; it helps
to have clear mutual understanding.
The challenge is related to information, collection, analysis,
proceedings that all are digital technology in a word. Taking
actions and measures based on the information is really vital and integral.
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Physical Assets Management

A Comprehensive look at Oil
Industry Assets
Hamid Bovard
CEO of IOOC

Assets Management Encompasses
the Adjustment of Operation Processes

The subject of physical assets management has fortunately been discussed and extensively examined in the past few
years at the IOOC. This particular matter has been extensively
implementing in other countries as well. The existence of highly-valuable and expensive assets including manpower, specialized machinery, and so forth in the Iran oil industry adds to the
importance of this subject. The management of physical assets
encompasses the adjustment of operation processes, the most
complex aspects of technical issues, and management issues.

Trung Ghi
Arthur D Little

The importance of Development Planning

The oil production output of the Islamic Republic of Iran compared to the country’s existing reserves is very low. Based on the
new defined projects a window of opportunity toward increasing the oil production output has opened up.
Despite the fact that there is $25 billion market in this sector, yet
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the necessary technology is considered as another important
issue, which after the lifting of current sanctions on the Iranian
oil sector can enter into the country better than the past. Money and effort are the other parts of this equation.
A “suitable production” does not require much investment, but
demands technology, manpower, and planning. By adopting
a comprehensive view on suitable production, and careful design, we will be able to increase the rate of production up to %5,
despite not officially being part of the Iran’s Sixth Development
Plan. Nonetheless, this will prove that without the macro investment, progress can still be achieved.

Hamed Zeinal Abedin Ghadim
Nargas Amitis Energy Development

A special view on Assets Management

In general terms, assets management includes utilization of
systems that help provide for better maintenance and preservation of assets for its owner(s).
In defining the subject of assets management, we come across
two distinct approaches: In the first approach, we examine the
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process of management with two views,
1. Equipment-oriented and,
2.Process-oriented.
In the second approach we are presented with changing the
status quo view and toward reaching the pre-defined status,
and also improving the status quo.
When we talk about the issue of “capacity”, then we can discuss
deposits and geological studies that are time consumable and
bear higher risks in investment. However as we move upward
toward oil wells and from underground to the surface, costs reduce and efficiency increases.
A move towards achieving a combination of the most suitable
methods helps choose the best available option.
The total size of assets of the IOOC is around $400 billion, which
also includes between 2 to 2.5 percent of maintenance cost.
These numbers will then determine the importance of the
management of these assets.

Sepehr Sepeheri
CEO of NIDC

Plans of a Drilling Co. in Asset Management

Based on the NIDC guidelines, there are 70 dry platforms and
3 marine platforms. The need toward a better management of
these assets have been identified and it has been more than 3
years that much-needed focus and decision-making have been
allocated to physical assets.
Regarding the matter of assets management, there has to be
special attention and focus toward tangible and non-tangible
and also the type of assets which possess high intrinsic value
or generate value respectively. The National Iranian Drilling
Company will put extensive focus on cost-benefit analysis and
the management of these assets will certainly be taken into account.

constitute their most valuable and extensive capital.
The efficient management from underground deposits to the
surface (including the deposits and the total number of facilities
and instruments inside the well and on the surface) fall under
the responsibility of E&P firm and the national oil company.

Alireza Asl Arabi
Ministry of Petroleum

The Distinct Characteristics of Assets
Management System
The assets management system is an emerging field in the
world (ISO 55000 was presented in 2014), and include the
technical as well as tactical aspects, with the latter remain overlooked. The physical assets system has the capacity for further
empowerment and cannot move without business indicators
and therefore is a useful tool for the purpose of organizational
assessment.
In the short time, this management system will lead to software
improvement, and in the long-run will eventually lead to facility upgrade. As a result, worn-out facilities cannot be forced to
remain in active use.

Bahman Soroushi
Global Petro Tech

The Importance of Deposits and the Need
for Their Maintenance
The companies of E&P in addition to managing their own assets, need to look after the deposits as national assets and
also develop long-term plans in this regard, for the purpose of
safeguarding the deposits from future harm. The most crucial
aspect in regards to these firms include the manpower which
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Economy and Market

Oil Market; Trend & Strategies
Roozbeh Zomorodian
Global Energy Co.

Oil price forecast by OPEC’s s scenario

The matter most likely to happen in 2018, is that oil’s price
would reach $ 60-65. The daily demand in 2016 was about 98
million barrels in which 50% of it was consumed by the transportation sector. The demand in 2018 is predicted to be 1.5-1.6
million barrels a day, and it is expected to increase by 5 million
barrels untill 2022.
The American oil shale production is expected to increase in
2018, due to rising oil prices. This will push for oil prices in 2019,
and as the U.S. cannot continue this approach to shale oil, it
will reduce the production in 2020 again. Additionally, heavy
oil would be cheaper because of the new IMO law.
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Mohammad Moravati
Economist

Unconventional actors have made US
a gas importer
Supply is always passive to demand, and cannot suddenly
increase itself and this causes a huge rise in prices during a
period in which demand suddenly increases. Unconventional
actors, such as oil and gas shale, which have already existed,
have today made America an importer of gas to an exporter.
That’s because of a new technology. Unlike conventional reserves, which have a very weak response to price changes,
Countries can quickly reduce or increase their production from
shale deposits.
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Ramin Foruzandeh
Dana Energy

The paradigm shift of American
oil industry

Issues related to market recovery are more likely to affect North
America. The oil industry paradigm in the U.S. has changed
to either wells as a production line or has become like a bullet-proof west for prices in the oil market.
In most diagrams for oil forecasting scenarios in the U.S., we
often see an increase in production as well as in oil prices.
However, by 2025, it will not go far beyond the current period.
The paradigm of Resource Scarcity has changed in the world,
and there is no concern for the oil market. Now, you should
now see what happens in this the current period when oil is
abundant.

policy could be adopted by a powerful and influential country
in OPEC like Saudi Arabia.
It was capable country. In 2014, Iran was not that much important in OPEC, due to sanctions implementations, so they adopted the policy to influence the price, then Yemen war started,
also Iran faced regime change, so resulted in higher costs for
Saudi Arabia to support the same policy, it was the right to
time to change and stop the policy of market share. IMF has
stated that if Saudi Arabia continues the same policy, its capital
will be lost in five years.
All these resulted in policy change in 2016.beside all, Iran was
negotiating with U.S., and the outcome was successful.

Pierre Fabiani
Total Ex Manager in Iran
EOR market was always in a very rapid circulation based on
waste table situation, because of that it is really hard to focus
on, as the market is very sensitive and far or less sensible, also
EOR market was always like that, so this is really difficult to decide. These days, we are producing associated gas, the usage
is very prominent, for instance UK use it for EOR methods in
the field.
It is really great achievement for Iran to have this market. If Iran
wants to keep its resources untouched, it is like a treasure that
would soon lose its value. Optimal use of these resources is the
best way with the most out-come, just like what Mauritania
has done. From here on, it is up to Iran to decide whether to
join gas market or not.

Javad Yarajani
Oil and energy expert

Confrontation of OPEC and shale oil
In my opinion, OPEC made peace in 2016 and it has started
a war in November,2014 with Saudi Arabia leadership. Saudi
Arabia’s role was prominent, as it wanted to own a share from
the market, so adopted market share policy in this regards, this

Mohammad Sadeq Jokar
International Energy Research Co.

Evaluation of oil market performers
In the report of World Economic Forum as well as the latest Munich meeting, we could not see any talk about the energy risks
and it is not a matter concern anymore. A new order is forming
in the field of energy, the rules and players of this game are
changing, and the cooperation patterns are affected by them,
and the security of consumers is more cared about than the
producers.
Therefore, Iran must observe different countries strategies
and then compose its own strategy. Due to the changes in the
American government we have witnessed more focus on the
field of energy and using this in the street as a mean to pressure other countries, particularly Iran.
The LNG trend is about the effects of these geopolitical events
and Persian Gulf region can give a special role to Iran.
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Human Resources and Knowledge Management

A New Approach to Human Resource
Management
Younes Bani Saeed
NIDC

A New Approach to Human Resource
Management

In this panel, human resources issues and knowledge management are addressed to such as the establishment of knowledge
management, competency models and the principle of professionalism, employee performance measurement, professional ethics and ethics development in the organization and
the transformation of human resources into human capital are
amongst the most important issues that the oil industry need.

Armin Haji Rahimi
OIEC Group

Basic Challenges of Knowledge Management
Usually the main focus of knowledge management is on human resources, so it is better to evaluate knowledge resources.
Other than individuals, organizational elements should also be
considered in the management of organizational knowledge.
Today, rapid development of knowledge, large investments,
retirement of qualified personnel, and the technical development of production and drilling processes and the need for new
knowledge have led organizations to become more inclined
towards knowledge management. Knowledge management
should not be handled in parallel with the implementation process because it affects one and reduces overall productivity.
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Shahrokh Ghasemi
NIOC

Competency Model

The creation of a change management is needed for implementation of competence-based education (CBT). In the CBT
methods, the responsibility for the development has been
given to those who are undergoing training. One of the major
challenges in this regard is the lack of CBT-based training institutions throughout the country. Unfortunately, there is a few
expert in this area, while foreign sources of CBT-based learning
content are abundant, but these resources It’s very small and
one of our weaknesses in HRM .

Colya White
OMV Group

The Role of Individual Characteristics in Organizational Success
Experience has proved that the taste, exuberance and eagerness of the staff in successful organizations are of much importance. We believe that staff should be helped and provided
with the tools they need to meet the expectations.
OMV has instructions that allows troops to use and enhance
themselves in consultation with top managers. Human resource development requires more than one person to be a
leader, so that the collection can be well managed. OMV has
instructions that allow troops to use and enhance themselves
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in consultation with top managers. Human resource development requires more than one person to be a leader, so that the
collection can be well managed. Many of the troops are retiring
and new forces must be trained.
Technical abilities, leadership and management capabilities
and individual abilities such as good tech, training ability ... are
very important in business.OMV has instructions that allow staff
to use and enhance themselves in consultation with top managers. Human resource development requires more than one
person to be a leader, so that the collection can be well managed. Many of the staffs are getting retired, so they must train
new forces. Technical abilities, leadership, management capabilities and individual abilities such as good expression, ability
to learn, etc. are integral factors for business.

Marjan Hamidi Far
PEDEX

HR’s role in New Business Models

Through considering the need for some structural changes
in organizations, he said: “Gradually, it must prepare itself for
cultural, and the other changes. The new business models will
change us and will enhance the HR and HRM’s roles. The flattening of organizations is one of the challenges we face recently,
because, at a minimum, competencies must place themselves
in an organizational hierarchy and force us into professional
ethics and desirability; however, there are many problems in
the implementation, HRM, process and implementation.”

Rouhollah Jazani
MAPNA Drilling Co.

Weakness in the Administrative Structure

About administrative structures, we must say: “The recruiting
process is the key step in an organization, which, unfortunately, has been abandoned in the country, and we need people
who have the ability to make massive changes in organizations.
Identifying a key “post” is more important than the key “Individual” and if a key person is hired, but there is no key post, the key
person fails. The question here is whether the recruited person
should define the training process or not?”

Majid Salimi
NIOC

Professional Ethics in Personnel Measurement
“The good engineer with a moral engineer is different,” he said
with a comprehensive pathology. Also, it is claimed that ethics
has two dimensions including feeling and recognition. If employees and managers do not reach higher ethical levels, they
get accustomed to justification in all cases.
Also, studies suggest that about 50-60% of managers of organizations lay at ethical levels of two and three. These managers
are knowledgeable, but lacking abilities to analyze.
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Insurance and Risk Management

Risk management the most
important need of the industry
Hadi Oyar Hossein
Parsian Insurance Company

Complete support of insurance companies
to insurers

In recent years a number of specialized energy firms in the field
of establishing a common language between insurance and oil
industry have been established in Iran and specifically at the
Parsian Insurance Company that are responsible for securing
the specialized manpower demanded in the oil and energy sectors. There is a misconception that the responsibility of insurers
is fulfilled once the insurer has fully paid for damages. But in real
life, this is not the case, as paying for damages are only part of
the insurers’ responsibilities. Insurers must provide support to
the insured after accidents as well.
The damages that are inflicted in major oil projects are at the
national scale, and therefore it amplifies the need for insurer
support. In the process of risk management, there are three options to choose from.
Some risks are accepted, some are controlled, and others are
transferred, and it is only in the last scenario that insurance companies enter the scene.
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Mohsen Rahimi
Parsian Insurance Company

The effects of declining oil prices on
the insurance industry

Whenever the price of oil has declined (up to 50 percent), the
insurance companies have experienced relatively high financial
losses too.
Whenever the national budget reaches low levels and runs out,
the first thing that are done to make up for the inflicted losses
are unfortunately to cut essential expenditures such as halting
educational projects, technical inspections, and so forth.
Then a number of other essential operations such as repair and
maintenance, and others are also significantly reduced, which
leads to cheaper and lower quality purchases that would significantly contribute to higher operational risks and ultimately
increases the number of accidents. By comparing accidents and
incidents such as the Bu-Ali incident in 2016, Sanchi oil tanker
collision in 2018, and others we can accurately examine the
scale of this major industry.
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Saeed Sattari
POGC

The Role of Oil Industry Actors
in Risk Reduction

The main problem in the oil and gas industry insurance, is
the cultural aspect of it which demands more efforts towards
achieving success. In the area of employment, at the time we
are engaging in preparing contracts, the employer is responsible for conducting risk assessment procedures which makes up
a significant aspect of it.
In the past 10 years, we have been still unable to operationalize this crucial task. For achieving better outcomes, it is better
to conduct two separate risk assessment procedure, which
includes one for the project and the another for the employer
that he has considered for himself, and also risk concerning the
currency price fluctuations, delay in payment, the risk on halting he project, and so on so forth.
These risks will then undergo further assessment and management. Insurance companies by establishing more connection
with the industry, will help contribute toward reaching a common language in this field.

Shahram Arzani
NIOC

The challenges of oil industry in terms
of insurance

The lack uniformity in the format and conditions of contracts,
insufficient knowledge toward insurance and its effects, the
lack of sufficient compliancy for insurance coverage, the lack
transparency in insurance and updating the insurance industry
in compatibility with everyday topics are some of the challenges that exists in insurance industry.
Risks and the type of coverage need to be accurately rated,
categorized, and carefully identified in order to better handle
insurance-related issues and to determine who and how risk

management be handled.
There is a need to gather all these ambiguities and their outcomes need to be observed in future contracts.
A joint hub for “oil and insurance” as a center for providing necessary advices to employers and contractors needs to be established. The establishment of a hub for the insurance industry as
a center for offering advice and providing suitable approaches
toward the best course of action and also as a source of securing the needs of firms in gathering insurance information can
serve as a solution for many of these problems.

Alireza Rashid Nejad
Mapna Drilling CO.

Cultural-building as a means
to establishing risk management
In addition to the insurance companies, there needs to be a
discussion on the subject of risk management.
Sometimes due to various reasons, a discussion is made on
the subject of risk management, but unfortunately an independent unit that is specialized in this field does not exists
in organizations.In order for risk management culture to
proliferate, separate independent management and organization need to be established. Risk management is not
limited to insurance-related matters, but insurance matters
are also part of risk management as well.
The process of dynamic risk management is an ever-evolving subject.By enhancing the culture and establishing
organizational structures, the matter will automatically
emerge and thus the insurance-related affairs will enhance
as well. A specialized work group need to examine all the
risks and implement rating systems by their priorities consequently.
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Oil and Gas Project Management

Paradigm Shift in Project
Management in the Oil Industry
Touraj Dehghani
Petrolrum Engineering
and Development Co.

Project Management Required for
the Upstream Industry
Over the past few years, the policies of the oil ministry have
been focused on the upcoming debate and the issue of E&P
Consequently, some requirements must also be adapted
for this need.
One of these requirements is the project management requirements including a large part of the activities of the oil
industry.
Considering the specific value and risk characteristics of the upstream oil sector, issues such as risk
management and project management are of particular importance. The template of industry projects
changes and goes to E&P when project management
is expected to change and become more integrated
according to it.

Elina Bagheri
POGC

Develop project management
throughout the E&P cycle
Due to the experiences of our contractors in development,
we have merely a project management experience in the
life cycle of exploration and production projects.
Therefore, transferring this knowledge to other parts including exploration, operation operations (IOE / EOR) is
very necessary.
The look at exploration and production should be longterm focused on the product, and therefore different
key areas of knowledge such as cost, risk, and integrity
over short-term contracts should be taken into consideration.
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Ali Forouzandeh
Global Petrotech Kish Co.

Project management in drilling

In drilling projects, feasibility study, concept select, execute and close out are the main stages of drilling. Feasibility study and conceptual selection of the most important
steps, if carefully performed, a lot of information would be
required. When we decide to enter a drilling project, it is essential to examine wells around. It is important to consider
new technologies and may require a variety of services. In
the “Detail Design” stage, we form the project team, and by
forming an organizational chart, we will select the appropriate forces with great care.
Morteza Chamani Fard
Nargan Co.

Coordination in upstream projects

The continuation of production in our brown fields is the
most important goal that should not at all be to conduct negotiations and evaluations at a very long time, because the
most important thing that we will miss is a short time. Unfortunately, due to the large expansion of the government,
it actually enters into many private sector functions and, instead of the tasks of the sovereignty, deal with it, but there is
a need to establish coordination between the Oil Ministry,
contractors and consultants. To this end, we need to invest in
the upstream section on advisers and expert critics in order
to assist the oil industry under a specific system.

Ali Asghar Adib
SP Phase 18&19 ex-Project Manager

Solutions for project management

The mismatch of financial reporting format with global
standards, such as IFRS reports, causes different parts of the
system, including sovereignty and private sectors, to fail
due to lack of transparency. In all domains, if the management is not human-like, it will not yield a long-term result,
because the ultimate goal is to create added value that cannot be realized without human factor.
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Business Models in Oil & Gas Industry

E&P Modern Business Methods
Rasool Lahijian
Tabdir Energy Co.

Reduce NIOC Enterprise Zone

Due to the presence of different E&P companies, it is necessary
to determine the strategies of each of them with regard to the
expected future and acceptable risks. The decrease in the Ministry of Oil’s enterprise is an important step that has been taken
by the establishment of E&P companies, and we must facilitate
the development of these companies.

Kamran Fattahi
Tehran Energy Consultancy

Enhancing E&P companies

Considering different Iranian E&P companies which are certified, there are generally weaknesses in the area of investment
and knowledge, and it is necessary to strengthen these key
capabilities.

Mohommadmehdi Mozaffar
Pasargad Energy Development Co.

E&P Paradigm Shift

Change rate would force the today’s strategy into a flexible
business design to accompany changes and paradigm shift.
Resistance to this shifts would be devastating. The market outlook and the measurement profiles are all transformed. The
business model is the basis for strategic reports. Exact recognition of the ecosystem in which E&P is carried out is necessary
to determine the strategy of the companies in which largescale decisions are made.

Kazem Kazemi
Pars Petro Zagros

E&P appropriate approaches

Risk-taking is a key characteristic of an E&P, and it is important
to determine how much risk they can take before they enter. To
succeed, they need to determine their size and scope beforehand, also to come up with a clear strategy because of different

financial and technological approaches. The selection of E&P
types - whether operator or non-operator, is one of the most
important decisions that must be made on the basis of capabilities, risk strength and relationships with the client from the
beginning.

Abdolnabi Hashemi
Petroleum University of Technology

university-industry Relationship

Contracts signed between the Ministry of Petroleum and the
reputable universities in the country are set in 10-year periods, and the educational centers are required as a knowledge-based company to have an internal and a foreign
partner. The best model we can implement in the country is
a cooperation model called “university-industry through a foreign company” as well as ” university-industry and through an
internal partner.”The result of this is the creation of an R&D sector in most companies and growth in a variety of dimensions.

Abbas Ghobadi
Pasargad Energy Development Co.

Investing in new contracts

The multiplicity and variety of contracts make the domestic
and foreign contractors more willing to invest considering different risks and sizes. Considering the development history of
Iran by the EPD contracts, the new type of contracts - called
EPDF can be more suitable by having the past capabilities. On
the other hand, it also eliminates the Ministry of Oil’s concerns
for providing finance.

Reyhane Kazeimi
OIEC Group

Financial regime on contractual
models

Selecting a financial regime is to create a balance for achieving full benefits of the government from resources and sufficient capital return to encourage the investors. The ownership
of reservoirs is not at all a part of the production partnership
contracts, and considering given more risks to contractors,
long-term look, and international acceptance, this format of
contracts can be the best option in future models.
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GeoSciences and Petrophysics

The improtance of G&G
in Field Development Plan
The Importance of Geology in the Comprehensive Schedule of Field Development
In this panel which was held up by participation of geoscientists from different companies, examined how to solve problems in
geosciences and their solutions including earth science study and its relation with reservoir engineering, and the need to use world
modern methods.

Mohsen Daneshkah, Dana Energy Co.

Importance of geophysics science
in the oil and gas industry
The importance of geological science in our country is ignored. It is necessary to pay more attention to this issue. The
combination of petrophysics and geophysics results in better and
more effective results. New geophysical methods reduce drilling
costs. The integrated collaboration of reservoir engineers and geologists will lead to improved productivity in designing the field
development plan.

Kazem Kazemi, Pars Petro-Zagros Co.

Methods of geophysical implementation in Iran and other countries
Due to the vast resources of oil and gas in the
country, consideration of geology is dim. Using of
data obtained from the fields, will not be optimized. The integrative study approach has now been used in most countries. In order
to achieve a comprehensive optimized field development plan,
interaction of geological and reservoir engineering data as well as
integrated reservoir management is important. It is also necessary
to consider the G & G sector in the budgeting of reservoir studies;
otherwise, the project may be at a disadvantage. It is essential to
familiarize determiner directors with effective geophysical techniques and their effects on the results of reservoir studies.
Borehole seismic technology can be used effectively. The borehole seismic resolution is much higher than the resolution of other
methods, even surface seismic. Collaboration and data exchange
between reservoir engineers, geologists, geophysists and other
geoscientists will result in significant reductions in errors, increased
productivity and dramatically improved results; and it should not
be possible to completely separate the geological matters from the
engineering issues of the reservoir.

Nader Sabeti, National Oil Company

Use of new tools for geological
data acquisition
Advancement of technology and modern methods of petroleum industry, has led to an increased teamwork and
the requirement for the communication of all experts in the fields
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development. The discussion of rock physics, which links the reservoir properties and elastic properties, has led to an increase in
the accuracy of G & G science data. Operational and budgetary
limitations, and... are barriers to obtaining the necessary geological
information to provide a comprehensive field development plan.

Malek Mohammad Giti,
Caspian Oil Company

The importance of reducing uncertainty
Uncertainties are one of the key issues in the planning and management of integrated reservoirs. Since the Caspian oil works in
deep water, the issue of uncertainty becomes more important
there. In order to reduce uncertainty, we need to use a reliable
charting tool, which requires the creation of a strong database of
digitization companies in Iran. This database is also will be obtained
with association and conjunction of the National Oil Company and
other dependent companies.

Fardin Pourvajdi,
Tehran Energy Consultant Co.

New oil contracts

The priori studies of the new oil contracts, were
periodic and limited. Reservoir studies are done every three to five
years, that each study lasts about two years and when the results
are achieved, the reservoir spent some time on production. The
employer’s attitude in Iran is still traditional, but in other countries it
is noticeable to solve problems and increase production by studying the complete details and using the live model during the exploitation period.
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Innovative solutions to production challenges

Fracture layer operation
with Azar field acid
In this panel, we discuss about innovative solutions to increase the production and efficiency of wells. The topics discussed in this
panel are about issues such as solving the problems of producing oil and gas wells, such as the sand production and watering production of wells, modern methods of stimulation wells, new technology of fracking the layers, water jet, perforations, artificial lift;
ESP Pumps & Gas Lift and new ways to increase the productivity of wells by optimizing the wellhead chokes.

Ali Yadi,
Pars Oil & Gas Co.

Acid Operations, Challenges and
Solutions
Matrix acidizing is a common but complex IOR method that can
significantly increase production, especially in carbonate reservoirs. However, the function of this method is strongly dependent
on the distribution of acid materials in heterogeneous reservoirs. In
order to carry out the acidization process, the correct adjustment
of acid-water vessels will save operational time and ensure precise
and focused operation.

Morteza Tohidi,
Sarvak Azar Enineering and Development.

fracking layer of Azar oil field

Azar oil field is an oil field located on the border
between Iran and Iraq and in the city of Mehran. The fracking-layer
operation was carried out in three wells of Azar 3, Azar 4 and Azar
11. Selection of prone fields for fracturing operation is very important, and it is necessary to conduct a screening based on geological,
petrophysical drilling, reservoirs and exploitation data. The importance of data and the need to create databases for the implementation of fracturing operations is also a requirement for the implementation of the fracturing operation.

Taher Hasanwand,
Iranian Offshore Oil Company

Artificial lift (pumps and gas lift)
Pumps and gas lifts are one of the most important ways to improve oil recovery of wells. In gas lifting We can use
the reservoir own gas to reduces the density of the fluid in the well.
In the Iranian Offshore Oil Company, about 41% of the operations
are artificial lifting. According to reports, 61% of artificial lifting are
performed using ESP and 39% by using gas lift. The use of pumps
is also an effective way to improve well production. However, if the
pumps are not installed at the lowest possible depth, the burning
of the pump will occur more quickly.

Majid Habibi,
Sarvak Azar Enineering and Development.

Acid Fracturing Operation
Challenges of Azar oil field

In order to create a hydraulic fracture in Azar field, acid fracturing
operations were used as one of the most effective methods of improving production (IOR) in oil and gas fields. The project to create
fracturing layers has been successful in improving the recovery of
reservoirs in the country. The problems that occurred during the
fracturing operation in Azar field caused to wipe out our access to
the sand plug and its performance evaluation was failed.

Abbas Dehghan,
WSI

Azar field drilling challenges
Azar oil field is one of the most challenging
fields in Iran for drilling, the sequence of high pressure layers and
low pressure, a multiplicity of casings and liners, and sometimes
non-standard sizes are one of the challenges of drilling in this field.
In acidizing, the greatest concern is the control of the depth of the
acid penetration, and that the acid reaches all regions.
Pouria Sepehrband, Tadbir Petro energy Co.
Challenges and problems of the oil industry in the IOR area
IOR processes are being implemented by different companies
inside Iran, but there are many challenges in this regard, which
requires comprehensive studies and checking to plan and implement these processes ideally, and solving the challenges and problems of the oil industry in the field of IOR processes.
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EOR Solutions for Iranian Fields

The necessity of Implementing EOR
methods in Iran
in this section we discuss the issues of improving and enhance oil recovery. IOR / EOR concepts and the study of the
infrastructure required for this section, economic issues in current oil price conditions and its impact on IOR / EOR implementation was the panel’s issues.
Mohammad Ali Emadi,
Pasargad Energy Development Co.

EOR in IRAN oil reservoir

Considering the very low possibility of discovering oil reservoirs
in very high original oil in place, it is necessary to consider seriously the issue of increasing recovery. In some oil fields, it should be
noted that according to the field characteristics, if the recovery
rate is less than 50%, it means that we have not yet reached the
EOR stage, which is different, depending on the characteristics of
the reservoirs, Although, depending on the characteristics of the
reservoirs, this amount is different. Special IOR issues, such as artificial lift, desalination and surface facilities, should be considered
seriously in the field development.

Reza Falahat,
Nargan Amitis Company

EOR / IOR Opportunities
and Challenges
Water and gas injection methods are currently being used to pressure maintenance on Iran’s oil fields. methods that affected around
the wells generally require less risk and less initial capital, but methods that affect rock and fluid properties are basically high risky
methods. Monitoring the EOR methods is one of the important factors in reducing the costs and risks associated with EOR solutions.

Alireza Behbahani Nia,
Kish Oil Engineering Co.

The necessity of implementation
IOR / EOR methods
One can consider any method that strengthens these mechanisms
as one of the IOR’s methods. The lack of implementation of IOR /
EOR method in the country was mainly because of There is no need
for these methods yet. However, given the conservation production issues and the long-term view of oil fields as a National treasure, These methods should be seriously checked in.

Mohammad Ghanizadeh,
Tehran Energy Consultants Co.

The necessity of spending capital
in IOR / EOR processes
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So and Bo, are two important parameters and variable in the study
of enhance oil recovery methods that I encountered in the IOR
and EOR methods. The gas injection Which is the most, Due to the
results obtained and the experience gained, the monitoring and
evaluation of the methods is very important. In expressing our experiences, especially in cooperation with foreign companies, such
as Shell, I have to say that the short-cut methods used by them are
very practical. The issues involved in studying and reviewing oil
economy and its approaches are very basic and it is necessary to
carry out comprehensive reviews in such a way that a part of the
oil revenues goes to the oil industry itself and focus on enhance oil
recovery methods AND Monitoring it, and consider the conservation production.

Shahab Gerami,
Enhance oil recovery Institute

The prospect of enhanced oil
recovery in the country
Regarding the prospect of enhanced oil recovery in the country, it
should be taken into account that reservoir management and economic management will increase in optimal recovery. The importance of screening and risk analysis methods for cost optimization
should always be considered. The contracts of academic institutions with the National Oil Company in the case of field development are effective in linking industry and academia, and applying
new methods of enhanced oil recovery in industry.

Javad Rostami,
Iranian Offshore Oil Company

Transparent Policies for Enhanced
Oil Recovery
In comparing Iran’s production index with other oil countries, we
find that Iran’s production index is not satisfactory with respect
to the oil reserves of the country compared to other oil countries.
Technical and managerial issues should be considered seriously for
the purpose of enhance oil recovery. The National Oil Company, as
a manager of Iran’s Reservoir Management, has a special focus on
the subject of enhance oil recovery. However, stubborn laws impede the attraction of new technologies, and I propose a transparent policy for enhance oil recovery. Risk is the most important parameter in the implementation of the EOR methods in the country.

Special Focus

Field development plan, strategies and challenges

Technical Indicators of FDP
The panel discuss about the field development plan in terms of technical indicators. Issues related to the technical
indexes affecting the development of the developed and unfinished field development project, the evaluation of the
DPOP development indicators, the optimization of the field development plan, the application of new technology in
the earth sciences, reservoir modeling, and the management of complex reservoirs are among the issues in this panel

Abdol Mohammad Delparish,
Ministry of Petroleum

Implementation of field development plans in
the country

Implementation of field development plans is one of the important indicators of the country’s economy. Implementation
of upstream projects in the oil industry is associated with challenges and problems. The need for a new strategy in the oil
industry and private-governmental relations as well as economic vision in this area is necessary.
Now, in addition to technical matters, economic topics play
a very important role in choosing the field development
method. The major part of the inefficiencies in the upstream
oil industry is due to internal problems, and it is essential that
fundamental steps be taken to improve domestic capacity.

Saballi Karimi,
NIOC

The importance of field development

The importance of field development should be seriously noticed. Iran has a rich hydrocarbon resources. The production
and development strategy is essential for maintaining capital
and avoiding the loss of capital, and the having a plan boosts
productivity and distinct us.
Creating an atmosphere of cooperation between Iranian companies and IOCs is one of the benefits of this congress.One
thing that should be noted in the field development plan is to
increase the recovery factor. Another important topic is R / P,
which shows the production developmental indexes, and the
important points in improving it are things such as capital, advanced technology and familiarity with the procedure. It is necessary that the technologies used in this method be improved
and up to date.
without knowing the challenges cannot be benefited from the
investments, and if investors do not feel insecure, they will not
enter the field development circle. In the current circumstances, the engineering economy is very important and requires
a serious review in engineering field and requires addition of
economic look to technical aspects.Existence and preservation

of experts is also necessary for the development of fields. E & P
companies need to reach a position to operate internationally.
This congress will promote synergy and mutual understanding
in the public and specialized sectors of the oil industry.

Esfandiar Aladdin,
Tehran Energy Consaltant

Challenges of field development in the country

There are some problems with the presence of foreign companies in Iran. The oil industry is very influential in politics. Despite
the rich hydrocarbon reserves in Iran, for political reasons, international oil companies are afraid to invest in Iran. However,
given the current circumstances, we are hoping for the presence of famous international companies in Iran. Currently, Iran
is considered one of the cheapest oil producing countries in the
region.

Mohammad Reza Rasaie,
Field Development in New Contracts

Field development new contracts

Development of fields in the form of new oil contracts has a
good conditions. It is important that the contracts go in a manner that can answer in all respects to the national authority. The
necessity of using advance and suitable technologies for Iran
fields is an important issue in the oil industry. The complexity
and multi-dimensionally of IPC contracts, although all of them
are important and essential, are the reason of slowdown in contract Implementation
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Special Focus

Optimization and management of field development

Development Priorities of Oil & Gas Fields
In this panel we discuss the development priorities of oil and gas fields, and evaluated critical issues such as economic
assessments and the impact of field products on their development. Development of gas fields, plans for the economic and technical development of these fields were investigated.

Ali Akbar Majed,
Pars Oil & Gas Co.

field development management
The development of the South Pars gas field with the aim of supplying gas injection to oil field and industrial units and, gas supply
to domestic and commercial units, supplying petrochemical gas
feeds, gas condensates, LPG and sulfur are in the oil Ministry schedule. The Compensation of backwardness are in the development
plan for all Iranian oil and gas fields in the Persian Gulf is one of the
priorities of these days in oil Ministry.

Mohammad Mokhtari,
Pars Oil and Gas Co.

Reservoir Integrated Management
Reservoir Integrated Management means the
use of all available facilities, including manpower, financial capital,
equipment and other resources, in order to maximize production
from reservoirs and optimize costs. The integrated planning of the
development of underground resources is also the optimal and
maximum use of available resources with the goal of optimizing
the final product. The use of existing project equipment for the development and implementation of new projects, the combination
of multi-project products, and the achievement of a more productive product and the use of products from a project as inputs to
achieve a product from another project, among the necessary actions for vertical integration.

Mohammad Moravati,
economist

Economical issues of Integrated Development plan
It is very important from an economic perspective to Checking the
integrated development plans for the underlying or underground
resources. A full field development plan should be considered in
different perspectives. These studies are important from the perspective of National Oil Company, well type, reservoir conditions,
interested field, country conditions and international conditions.
The concept of integrated development that cause to the introduction of horizontal and vertical development concepts is very
significant and practical. Risk management is one of the most important issues in the oil industry that should be considered in the
fields integrated management.
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Alireza Behbahani Nia
KPE

The role of E & P companies in the
field development and management
E & P companies are one of the most important and key factors in
the development and management of a field. The management,
Technical and finance ability of these companies is one of the most
important factors in relation to these companies. The discussion of
economic studies and economic model of the project is one of the
important issues for field management for the National Oil Company and private companies. E & P companies should keep in mind
that the development processes are time consuming and longterm, and they should to have a fully integrated plan in the field
of finance and economics. Integrated field studies also require the
information by the field developer that demand co-operate of the
National Oil Company.

Esfandiar Aladdin
Tehran Energy Consultants Co.

Data Management of field development
Collecting and retrieving information from exploration\appraisal
wells are often limited or incomplete with the excuse of saving drilling costs, in some cases of similar reasons, in general, they will be
eliminated from drilling programs. In order to guide and optimize
the reservoirs conservation production and reduce the risks of initial investment, development of static and dynamic information on
reservoirs and wells should be continuously updated, updated and
updated. Static and dynamic information on reservoirs and wells
must always be collected and updated.

Special Focus

Field development plan; economic and legal perspectives

New Petroleum Contracts & Fiscal Issues
In this panel, the field development plan was discussed in terms of economical and contractual issues. Some cases were
discussed and experts have expressed their comments. The discussed topics are as follows:
a) The technical requirements,
b) The studies, equipment and their effects on the economic development model of the field and also the best strategies for
optimization,
c) The cost estimation and economical models (CAPEX/OPEX),
d) Selection method of optimal economic model (cost per barrel)
e) And the legal and contractual sections of new generation contracts which are in the process of finalization.
Mahdi Kalantari,
Pasargad Oil and Gas Company

Economical and Legal Effects
of Field Development

Economical published reports and reviews always are discussed from the perspective of the National Oil Company
and the employer. However, it seems necessary to investigate the economical and legal effects of field development
within the Iranian petroleum contract (IPC) from investors’
standpoint. Contrary to popular imagination, IPCs are not
complicated. The fee and the cost of money are two items
that determine the risk-weight of an investment in an IPC.
The higher the fee, the higher the cost of money, and vice
versa; and the National Oil Company considers this item as
an optional option for investor companies. The risks and
challenges of IPCs in the upstream of oil and gas industry are
criteria for decisions by investor companies. The increase in
costs, the time of payments by the National Oil Company,
and the price of oil are considered as risks in this area. A case
study has been shown that IPCs are much better than buyback contracts, and it has more advantages for the investors.
Salballi Karimi,
NIOC

Simultaneous Attention to Maximum Effective Rate (MER) and risk reduction

In the upstream oil and gas industry, it would be better to
consider not only the financial profits as a company’s benefit, but also the improved experiences and knowledge of
the company should be considered as the benefits of a company. It is necessary to conduct serious studies in the area
of risk reduction. It is also necessary to pay attention to the
MER, and companies should certainly consider that in their
comprehensive development plans. Oil and gas fields are
national resources, essential actions must be taken to preserve them and must consider them not only as a high-profitable business but national interests must also be taken
into account.

Mohammad Mostafavi
NIOC

Fiscal Issues of IPCs

It is imperative that the private sector pay attention to the
differences between contractors, E & P companies and service companies. E & P companies are specialized investors
who purchase technical services from service companies.
One of the reasons for the bankruptcy of companies is not
to consider the risks of the projects. The development of a
field is defined as a long-term business, and it should not
be construed only as implementation and finalization of a
project. The IPCs always give the opportunity for research to
investor companies at any time during the contract. In IPCs,
basis are valued by estimation and if the parameters such
as the cost, the production rate or the project duration are
different from the estimated one, we are at risk but we are
always convinced that the principal amount of investment
is not endangered.
In other word, there is no particular concern for the loss of
the principal of capital even in the face of risk. In addition,
the cost of production and project implementation is very
low in Iran, therefore oil production can be continued even
with $20 per oil barrel.
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Drilling Fluid Panel

Integrating drilling
fluid services
Koorosh Tahmasebi
Pars Drilling Fluid Company

Integrated systems of drilling fluid services

Developing and improvement of the drilling related industry
is depends on implementation of the integrated practices that
has been approved by the experience of the world’s large companies, which means that all drilling operations, processes and
operations related to fluids, from engineering parts to the research and human resources assessment, should be under the
supervision of a company and in a centralized manner. While in
the old administration methods, there are at least three or four
companies involved in the affair, which results in inconsistencies and loss of quality.
Operator belief in research and optimization, the egress of
governmental and semi-governmental companies from the
field of production and accepting regulatory role, improving
computer software and offering advanced laboratories to drilling companies and finally, emphasis on the need to deploy integrated administration practices by domestic drilling companies are among the strategies for achieving an organized and
efficient system.

Mohammadreza Sakebi
NIDC

The need for using new technologies
in drilling fluid

In the case of not using a proper approach in current issues of
country’s drilling industry, its consequences would be replacement of domestic contractors with foreign contractors and
the reduction of product manufacturing. The “modern drilling
industry” in Iran is deprived of objective meaning. Some methods, such as new technology of high density fluids, ROP improvers, environmental issues and environmentally compatible materials in each operational area, use of fluids with less
solids and consequently less waste, and discussing addition
polymers and the need to import HTHP material, are a small
part of the neglected cases.
DRILLING MAGAZINE
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Tooraj Esmaeeli
Scomi oil tools

Investigation of new methods
of waste management

Thermal Treatment Systems, Cutting Re-Injection and Bioremediation or Biodegradation are among the most commonly
used methods for waste management and solid control. The
sources of waste production in the drilling process include
drilled cuttings, surface water and drilling mud. According to
a research, the time required to refine about 100,000 barrels of
solid waste and 100,000 barrels of liquid waste (200,000 barrels
totally) by each of the three methods mentioned above is four
months, six months and six months respectively, which is associated with the allocation of ten hectares of land for operation
in Bioremediation method, which indicates that a lot of cost,
time and space is needed.

Ali Sadraee
MI Services

Accurate investigation and offering better solutions

In the current situation, the survival of the enterprises is more
important than technological improvement, globalization
and exportation, and drilling contractors are like local groceries that are involved with bad dealers (operators). Lack of
measurement of the performance of contractor companies in
tenders and only paying attention to the low prices offered by
these companies has caused most of the existing problems. In
such a situation, talking about new technologies in the drilling
industry is a useless.

Saeed Bakhtiari Rad
Sepidan Drilling Services Company

Environmental advantages of integrated drilling fluid services

The government, as the main operator, is responsible for paying attention to and investment on the field of drilling waste
and the unimportance of this issue when allocating funds to
projects is very unfortunate. All drilling fluid services must be
available in a concentrated and integrated form for a single
contractor to provide a suitable background for this part of
development.

Special Focus

Closing Ceremony of

T

he launch of this annual gathering has been
around with various titles for eleven years until it reached its present form as the E&P exhibition and
congress. More than 30 specialized and commercial
meetings were held. About 30 technical panels and
auditions were heard by over 30 national and international experts, as well as visiting 2000 exhibition spaces
from other congressional programs.

Rokneddin Javadi

Deputy Oil Minister and Chairman of the policy Council of
Iran Drilling Congress
The launch of the conference is a start for familiarizing business executives in the oil industry. One-third of the investment in the oil industry belongs to the drilling industry. This
issue has created a huge and significant position for the
drilling industry.
E&P projects along with E&P companies are horizons and
valves for meeting the country’s need to develop fields and
generate and increase revenue. In most countries, including Iran, the government is involved in all fields, especially
the oil industry, but the issue of good governance requires
mechanisms, reviews, and foundations so that the path that
has begun will continue at an acceptable pace to achieve a
tangible result.
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Such gatherings should be transformed into a forum for the
exchange of ideas, co-creation and creation of new ideas,
identifying existing potentials and how to use these potentials, and ultimately playing a role as an empowering advisor for decision-makers in relevant areas.
These gatherings should be such that after the presence of
the authorities, they can assure that they have the capacity
of a plentiful and experienced adviser to strengthen and assist in implementing programs.
In the drilling sector, this fact was realized. The output of the
efforts of young people who were working on the drilling
congress and the work of the relevant groups was noteworthy and it could be a model for the E&P area, which is
a necessity in the country’s oil industry. We
should try to make the process of workflow
and decision making in a shorter time.
Because time is a value, and it is the most
important capital that
we have. We hope
that the output of this
work will be the development, prosperity for the country as
much as possible.

Special Focus

Gholamreza Manouchehri

Deputy CEO of NIOC and Chairman
of the Iran E&P 2018

We saw the active role of youth in this congress, which encourages us. In the past, the relationship between the oil
industry and the community, contracting environments,
manufacturing equipment and even the university was
very weak, but in the recent years these ties have been expanding and becoming an elite oil community.
In the past, we were facing ideas that were not sufficiently dynamic, which still posed a challenge as a restriction
on the development of the oil industry, because we were
forced to bargain to prove the smallest issues that were accepted in the world.
It is the responsibility of young people who understand the
international updated language better.
Young people should develop new international language
in the universities atmosphere, the press, working environments, the media and public relations. Regarding that, in
order to have a better information flow, we need to have
a strong networking, and this will not be achieved except
by the young and highly energetic Iranian people, which
are among the most important potential in the society. We
need to reach a national understanding of the advancement for the oil industry and the direction of the oil portfolio towards the path of excellence, rather than negotiating
the alphabet.
The management mechanism in the country’s oil industry,
and of course in many other sectors, is traditional and is still
not consistent with the modern management mechanism.
Therefore, this old mechanism and paradigms should be
replaced by the new paradigms and use the potential of
the country in both natural and divine resources as well as
efficient human resources in this regard. In a world where
everything is changing at a crazy pace, the traditional
mechanism of oil management in the country needs to be
changed and we must move towards the development of
all components.
This transformation must be carried out at various levels
from components to whole, as well as the opposite direction, so that the researches, academic environments output, and youth activities will bring about change by the
authorities or vice versa.
Therefore, whether in terms of sanctions or otherwise, the
evolution of the oil industry should continue. It is necessary
to learn that competition in any work is a basis that improves the quality of services and products as an important
goal. Another notable issue is paying attention to innovation, research, and exploration and not to stop it under any
circumstances.
The business environment can be met through interacting

with the world and stockholders, creating a strong network, sharing the right and principled national work, and,
of course removing organizations from the administrative
dead slow system to dynamic organizations. In this regard,
the private sector is required to play a more productive role.
Iran has the most governmental oil industry and this is regretful. By giving sectors of the industry to the private sector and playing the role of regulatory by the public sector,
steps can be taken to achieve these goals.
It should always be kept in mind that a resistive economy
would be not come to life unless by learning, education,
effort, and attempt to deepen the activities of the components of the oil industry. Therefore, efforts in various fields
based on training and standards are mandatory for all segments and components of the oil industry.
The ceremony was unveiled in the presence of ministry
officials, NIOC, contractors, and activists of various sectors
of the oil industry from the rating and evaluation system of
contracting companies.
The document, made by the members of the Congress
organizers’ association, is a final output out of over 15,000
hours of work and about 600 oil and gas industry experts.
The evaluation and ranking document of drilling contractors is in fact a part of the “Technical and Administrative
System” that has been received attention by the oil minister,
and NIOC over the last two years. This document includes
the evaluation and rating format of 10 services from drilling
services designed to regulate the selection and evaluation
of drilling contractors and, consequently, the selection of
competent and capable contractors, and the implementation of higher quality drilling projects.
The program was endorsed by all the companies and people who collaborated on this work. It should be noted that
the evaluation forms for other drilling services will be further elaborated later.
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